We have studied CO and H coadsorbed on the stepped Pt(335) surface in vacuum to learn about their interaction at steps and to compare with previous electrochemical studies. Both electrorellectance and conventional reflectance absorption vibrational spectra were obtained of atop bonded CO. Its stretch vibrational frequency v, Stark tuning rate (dvldE), and integrated absorbance S were all studied as functions of CO and H coverage. With CO only on step edges, S for atop CO decreases to zero with increasing H coverage. The CO affected by H is in a mixed phase and is bridge bonded. Atop CO's (dvldE) decreases with increasing CO coverage but is unaffected-by coadsorbed H. In the low CO coverage limit (dvldE)=88+9
I. INTRODUCTION Important applications involve CO and H coadsorbed on Pt, both in a gas I."-tid'at the electrochemical double-layer. Our experiment studies.CO and H coadsorbed on Pt(33.5) in vacuum with applied electric field. We use IR spectroscopy (electroreflectance and polarization modulation), temperature programmed desorption (TPD), and low energy electron-diffraction (LEED). As shown in Fig. i , Pt(335) consists of (111) terraces, four atoms wide, separated by monatomic (100) steps; Pt(S) [4( 111) X (loo)] in step-terrace notation. Adsorbed hydrogen dissociates on Pt surfaces. 3'4 coverage CO to phase separate into one-dimensional islands along the step edge, but on Pt(335) H and CO form a mixed phase along the step edge. This paper is organized as follows. We first discuss the experiment and our results. Next, a structural model for CO and H on the step edge is proposed that explains our observations. This is followed by a discussion of how E-field and coadsorbates affect CO's vibrational spectrum. We consider both the vibrational Stark effect and chemical explanations. We also compare our observations with previous electrochemical data.
One motivation to study a highly stepped surface like Pt(335) is to understand the polycrystalline surfaces used in II. EXPERIMENT applications. Both CO and H preferentially bind at a step edge; At the low CO coverages discussed here, CO occupies only edge sites. We are also interested in how CO's response to electrostatic and IR fields is changed by coadsorbed H. Our data for CO and H on Pt(335) in vacuum are compared with spectroelectrochemical data obtained by Kim et aZ.576 for CO and H on Pt(335) in aqueous electrolyte.
There have been previous studies of CO on Pt(335) in vacuum,7-14 but not with coadsorbed H. However, CO has been coadsorbed with H on Pt(l12) (Ref. 15) and Pt(997) (Ref. 16) in vacuum. Both surfaces are vicinal to (111) and differ from Pt(335) mainly in terrace width. In step terrace notation Pt(112) and Pt(997) are Pt(S)[3(111)X(lOO)] and Pt(S)[9( 111) X (11 l)], respectively. Bridge CO coexists with atop CO on Pt(335) (Refs. 10-13) and on Pt(997) (Ref. 16 ) over a wide range of CO coverage;but bridge CO is found on Pt(112) only near saturation CO coverage.17 In the present work we find another difference; on Pt(112), H causes lowOur experiments were carried out in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure of 2X10-l' Tom The sample was spot-welded to two Ta wires, which were also used for heating and cooling. The sample temperature T could be controlled between 100 and 1400 K. The sample was cleaned by cycles of Ar ion bombardment, reacting at 1000 K with 2X lo-' Torr 02, and annealing at -1300 K. The sample's cleanliness was checked by Auger spectroscopy before any IR spectra were taken. Also, to minimize the adsorption of residual hydrogen on the sample surface, both the cold trap at the bottom of the UHV system and the reservoir of the sample manipulator were filled with liquid NZ before the sample was allowed to cool below 300 K. Cryopumping by the cold surfaces reduced the H, residual gas pressure by about a factor 3. During dosing and data taking, T was 103-108 K. The sample was dosed with CO or Hz by simply leaking the gas into the chamber. Detailed descriptions of the spectroscopy techniques are given elsewhere." A single lead-salt diode laser, with a spectral range of 1947-2022 cm-', was used as the IR source for both reflection-absorption IR spectroscopy @AIRS) and electroreflectance vibrational spectroscopy (EVS). We used 13C'80 for the experiment so the C=O stretch mode of atop CO could be seen with the laser; the frequencies characteristic of bridge-bonded CO were not accessible. The EUJR spectra were obtained using a photoelastic modulator to modulate the polarization of the light. The measured quantity in RAIRS is the fractional change ARIR in p-polarized reflectivity (actually the difference between pand s-polarized reflectivity) induced by the adsorbate.
The EV spectra were taken by applying an oscillating (100 kHz) high voltage between the sample and a spherical counterelectrode, which created an oscillating electrostatic field normal to the surface. The measured quantity in EVS is SE, the rms amplitude of the induced oscillation in reflectivity to p-polarized light, normalized by reflectivity. To interpret EV spectra quantitatively, the applied field must be known. The applied field depends on the applied potential and the sample-to-electrode distance. The sample-toelectrode distance was determined by measuring capacitance."
The data discussed here were obtained on three different days, each with a fixed CO coverage. The angle of incidence of the light on the Pt(335) crystal was the same for both RAIRS and EVS on a given day. On the three days it was 86. 4", 86.4", and 85 .9", and the rms static E-field at the surface was (E)=(3.1+0.2), (2.6+0.2), and (3.0+0.2)X IO4 V/cm, ordered by increasing CO coverage. These values of (E) are the average, weighted by the intensity of the focused IR beam, over the illuminated area of the sample. 'g The CO overlayer was prepared by dosing the sample at 105 K, annealing at 420 K to remove H adsorbed from the background, and cooling back to 105 K, this removed more than 95% of the H but only -8% of the CO. During HZ dosing T was 103-108 K and it was kept in this range until the IR spectra with the highest H coverage had been taken. One EV and one RAIR spectrum were measured at each H coverage; each pair of spectra took -90 min. After the IR spectra at the highest H, dosage were completed, a TPD up to 420 K was used to quantify and remove the H. As before, the CO remained. The sample was then cooled back to 103-108 K, RAIR and EV spectra were taken, and the final CO coverage was measured with TPD.
We also performed experiments in which the overlayer was annealed 10 min at 198 K after H2 dosing. This did not change the CO's IR spectra. Consequently, at the coverages studied, both CO and H are suffici$ly mobile at -100 K to reach their equilibrium configuration, in agreement with Luo et az. I ' The CO and H coverages were referenced to the coverages obtained by dosing to saturation with CO or H2 alone at 103-108 K. The saturation coverage of CO on Pt(335) is 0.63 ML.9 (Here 1 ML is the coverage with an adsorbate on each surface atom of Pt.) The saturation coverage of H on Pt(S)[9(lll)X(lll)] is 1.0 ML.2o We assume that the saturation coverage of H on Pt(335) is also 1.0 ML. The CO coverages on the three days were 0.06, 0.12, and 0.16 ML.
The intermediate H coverages studied with IR were determined in separate experiments by repeating the CO and H2 dosing sequences and performing TPD for each dosage. The background exposure to H, (approximately 0.1 L) that took place during a pair of IR spectra (one EVS and one RAIRS) was accounted for in replicating the coverages. The final coverages obtained by repeating the dosing schedule agreed with the post-IR coverages. For example, with 1.5 L CO, the post-IR TPD gave eco= 0.16 and &=0.30 ML. After the repeated dosing schedule, TPD gave Bo=0.15 and &=0.29 ML. Here eco and & are the coverages of CO and H, respectively.
We also used LEED to search for possible reconstruction of the Pt (335) Examples of TPD spectra for only CO on Pt(335) are shown in Fig. 2(a) . The initial CO coverages were saturation and the three 0,, studied with IR. The TPD peak at highest T is from CO at step edges.7 The low-T peak is from CO on the terrace. With saturation @co, our TPD spectrum taken at IO K/s has peaks at 416 and 518 K, in agreement with previous studies.7T" To resolve the TPD curve into an edge peak and a terrace peak they are modeled as Gaussians, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . At saturation the edge peak is 40% of the total, in good agreement with Luo et al." who found 43%. The TPD spectra in Fig. 2(a) show that at the CO coverages used for the IR spectra, without coadsorbed H, all of the CO was on the edge; none was on the terrace. TPD spectra (10 K/s) for H alone on clean Pt(335) a.re shown in Fig. 3 . At the lowest coverage there is one peak at 395 K. As $ increases, this peak stays fixed and a new peak appears at -315 K. The new peak shifts to lower T with increasing S, . At high h (0.8-1.0 ML) a third peak appears as a shoulder at -250 K. At saturation S, , the fraction of the total area under the low, intermediate, and high-T peaks is 0.35, 0.39, and 0.26, respectively. With stepped Pt, the H2 TPD peak at highest T is from chemisorbed H at edge sites.24 Our data suggest that at saturation, l/4 of the H is at edge sites, consistent with %= 1.0 ML. Surfaces with (100) oriented steps give Hz TPD spectra with a high-T peak that dominates at low $ and a lower T peak with a shoulder that increases in area with increasing OH. Surfaces with (111) oriented steps give H2 TPD spectra that are more difficult to separate into a "step" and "terrace" contribution if the surface is well annealed. For example, the & peak and p1 shoulder seen for high-B, desorption from Pt(S) [9(lll) Ref. 25) ; the faster heating rate is expected27 to increase T at a first order peak -35 K.
As shown in Fig. 4 , predosed CO affects the TPD curves of H on Pt(335). As initial e,, increases, less 0, results from a given H, dosage. Figure 5 , which shows edge site occupancy by H vs H, dosage for three values of eco, further illustrates this point. The interaction between coadsorbed H and CO is repulsive since increasing tic0 monotonically reduces the T at which the Hz TPD peak occurs.
The data in Fig. 4 show that at constant f?,, an increase in predosed CO transfers H from edge to terrace sites (compare curves a and d). The TPD data taken in conjunction with IR spectroscopy were also analyzed to determine the occupancy of edge sites by CO and H. For all three CO coverages studied, after saturation with H,-the total occupancy of CO and H at edge sites was I. 1 20.1. Each CO at an edge site blocks one site for H at the edge. total G is shown in Fig. 7 , and the integrated RAIR intensity S is shown in Fig. 8 . Both the EV and RAIR spectra were used to determine the resonant frequency. Smooth cubic splines were first interpolated through the data. Since the EV spectra are proportional to d(ARIR)ldv, where (AR/R) is the RAIR signal and Y is optical frequency, the EV spectra were next integrated. The plotted peak frequency is the av: erage from the RAIR and the integrated EV spectra.
The Stark tuning rate (dv/dE) was determined by comparing the RAIR spectra with the integrated EV spectra. 'Itvo methods were used, comparison of peak heights and comparison of peak areas; The measured Stark tuning rate (dvl dE) vs & is plotted in Fig. 9 for each &o. The data show that (dvldE) is independknt -of &, but decreases with increasing &o. The scatter in Figs. 7-9 comes largely from the -2 cm-' wide gaps that occur as the diode laser is tuned. When the spectrum has important structure in a gap-a peak : for example-information is lost. This is especially serious for EVS.
IV. STRUCTURAL MODEL OF THE CO+H OVERLAYER
Let us first recall what is known about CO adsorption on clean Pt(335). As CO's coverage builds up it occupies sites on the step edge first. Edge CO has a thermal desorption peak near 529 K (at 10 K/s) .and an atop v (for 12C160) between 2065 and 2080 cm-I. As 0, continues to increase, terrace CO appears near 0.20, ti. Terrace CO has a thermal desorption peak near 420 I$ (at 10 K/s) and an atop ZJ between 2085 and 2iOO cm-l: At &&ration (0.63 ML) all of the edge sites are occu&ed by atop CO, but on the terrace bridge and atop-bonded CO coexist.5,6,'0-13 Bridge CO at the edge is also present in an intermediate coverage range. A comprehensive model of CO buildup on Pt(335) was proposed by IXO et al. " The experimental kvidence from previous stud& of CO and H coadsdrption on Pt surfaces in vacuum15*16,28-39 points convincingly toward a strongly repulsive CO-H interaction despite early claims28T30'31 to the contrary. On Pt(ll1). even though the CO-CO interaction is repulsive, CO is pushed intO islands of high densitypure CO as a, increases.36-38 On Pt( 112), Henderson and Yates observed. similar behavior.15 They used electron-stimuiated desorption ion angular distribution (ESDIAD) to monitor edge CO. The same sequence of structures was observed as & was increased at fi%ed-&o as when &o was increased at &=O. This shows that H and CO form segregated one-dimensional islands along the step edge. As S, increases the CO iB compressed. Suppose that coadsorbed H and CO on Pt(335) also 0 0.25 0.5 OH (ML) formed separate islands. An increase in e, should bsjye~the same effect on CO's IR spectrum as an increase in 'i$o at &=O. As 0, increases we would expect to observe' (1) an increase in CO's resonant vibrational frequency v; (2) little or no change in S; and (3) a reduction in (du/dE). Instead we see almost no change in v, a strong reduction in S, ultimately to zero, and little or no change in (d vldE) . Clearly, something different occurs on Pt(335), despite the strong structural similarity to Pt(l12).
Our results are consistent with the following model: (1) Each CO blocks one H adsorption site; (2) H adsorbed at the edge forms compact one-dimensional islands of mixed H and CO, while within the H/CO islands, atop CO shifts to an adjacent edge bridge site; (3) Atop CO outside the H/CO islands is unaffected by I&,.
On polycrystalline Pt there is previous evidence that both a mixed phase and islands occur.34 The coadsorption of H and CO on single-crystal surfaces has been reviewed by White3" and again by White and Akhter.40 A mixed phase of H and CO has previously been observed on relatively open surfaces like Ni(100),41p2 Ni(110),43,44 Fe(100),45 and Rh(100) (Ref. 46) near saturation coverage, but not on closepacked surfaces or at low coverage on any single-crystal surfaces. Our observation of a mixed phase for CO and H coadsorbed at. a step edge, while unexpected, is generally consistent with previous experience. Sites at the edge are in an open environment. Also, even though the total coverage is below saturatioti the local coverage at the edge is still high; even at our lowest coverage, CO occupies 18% of the edge sites.
Assumption (1) follows from our TPD measurements [Sec. III A) which show that at saturation 0, there is one adsorbate (H or CO) per edge atom for all three oco.
Assumptions (2) and (3) explain the IR spectra. Figure 8 shows that increasing 0n strongly reduces the IR intensity of atop CO. Our model explains this: the CO is being.shifted to bridge sites, where its vibrational frequency lies outside the tuning range of our laser. A subsequent electron energy loss spectroscopy (.EELS) experiment47 has confirmed that the bridge CO coverage does increase with &. The same effect has been observed in electrochemical experiments with coad-sorbed CO and H on Pt(335),5v6 and in vacuum experiments on Rh(100) (Ref. 46) and Ni(110).43 Conversion of atop CO on the edge to bridge CO on the edge is also plausible on energetic grounds; with low Sco on Pt(1 ll), atop CO is only 0.45 kcal/mol more strongly bound than bridge CO.2o
Other explanations that we have considered for the disappearance of CO from the IR spectrum as H is coadsorbed on Pt(335) are less plausible. The CO does not move to atop sites on the terrace. Our IR spectra show that the terrace atop 8coC0.008 ML in the range of total tic0 and I& discussed here. The inability of H to displace CO from edge to terrace sites is consistent with the known binding energies of CO and H at the two sites; edge CO is 5-8 kcal/mol more strongly bound than terrace CO (Refs. 14,15) but edge H is only 3 kcal/mol more strongly bound than terrace H.% It is conceivable, but unlikely, that H causes a nearby CO to tilt nearly parallel to the surface (at least 77" from the surface normal to account for the observed loss of intensity). Tilted CO is commonly observed on stepped surfaces. '5?48-50 However, an explicit search8 for tilted Colon Pt(335) found it to be vertical to within 10". Even for CO on Pt(l12), where CO does tilt,15 the maximum tilt angle is only 20".
Strong screening of the field at CO adsorption sites within islands is also unlikely. Generally, H adsorbs inside the image plane on metal surfaces.51 On Pt(ll1) an explicit calculation shows that H is adsorbed at threefold hollow sites 0.95 A above the topmost Pt layer.s2 For CO on Ptilll) the distance from the topmost Pt layer to the center of the CO molecule is 2.43 w from LEED.53 There are several ways to estimate where the image plane is on the Pt( 111) surface.54 They all suggest that the center of the CO bond is outside the image plane. We believe that edge atop CO on Pt(335) is a comparable distance from the topmost Pt atoms. Thus the center of the CO bond is at least 1 A aboCe the H layer. Both experiment and theory suggest that coadsorbed H does not significantly screen the local E-field at the CO adsorption site.
Reduction of. CO's vibrational polarizability a; by nearby H is ruled out. A reduction of a; by at least a fact& 20 would be required. However, the measured (dv/dE) is expected to be proportional to &, so (dv/dE) should drop by a factor 4.5 with increasing 0,. Instead, Fig. 9 shows that (dvldE) does not change by more than -20%. Figures 7 and 9 , which show the resonant frequency and (d vldE) of the atop CO that remains IR-active, demonstrate that this CO is unaffected by coadsorbed H, except at the very highest %. In Sec. V B we -estimate the &-induced change in the local density of IR-active atop CO to be at most 0.02 ML. Since the total 6',, on the edge remains constant with increasing f&, the average CO-CO distance in the mixed phase is about the same as in the pure phase-the mixed H/CO islands are compact. A uniform or random distribution of H atoms would lead to a gradual decrease of the frequency and a gradual increase in (dv/dE) as the average distance between JR-active COs increased. Even though CO and H compete for sites, and the pairwise interactions are repulsive, the equilibrium state on the step edge has tivo phases--compact mixed islands and unaffected pure CO regions-with the same CO density in both. Figure 10 provides further evidence that the local CO density is not affected by H. It shows S as a function of &, normalized to S at the lowest 13,. For all three 0,,, a given & eliminates the same fraction of the initial intensity, regardless of the initial 19~~. If CO were expelled from growing H islands, more complicated behavior would be expected; one slope at low I!&., as the pure CO phase is compressed and a different, Bco-dependent slope at high & as CO is incorporated into the growing H islands.
It is surprising that a mixed CO/H phase occurs on Pt(S)[4(1ll)X(lOO)] but that an island phase occurs on Pt(S)[3(111)X(lOO)] and on Pt(ll1). As discussed by White and Akhter, 40 . m a situation with only pair interactions, a mixed phase between species A and B is energetically favored over an island phase if '%B<; (+A++B)-0)
Here eAB is the interaction energy between A and B, and similarly for EM and EBB. Since H is' inside the image plane, we do not expect its electrostatic interactions to be important. Generally, the strongest interaction between H and a coadsorbate on a metal is mediated by the metal's conduction electrons.
One explanation for the difference between the surfaces with three-atom and four-atom wide terraces is that molecules on adjacent terraces interact significantly, and this interaction changes the inequality in Eq. (1). In an extended Hiickel calculation for CO and H on Rh( 11 I), Ruckenstein and Halachev55 showed that the through-metal interaction has a different dependence on separation for the CO-CO, H-H, and CO-H interactions. The length scale associated with the difference is a few lattice spacings. Although the computed energy difference is small, it could cause the observed change in going from three to four lattice spacings between edges.
Another explanation is that the local electronic structure near the edge is different on the two surfaces (without adsorbates), and this alters the interactions between adsorbates along an individual edge. A jellium calculation56 shows that a single step has an associated dipole. The E-field from a line dipole decays as l/d2, where d is the distance from the line. The induced surface charge at the nearest step consequently decreases by about a factor of 2 on going from Pt(112) to Pt(335). It is plausible that the extra charge could affect the CO-CO, H-H, and CO-H interactions differently, and this could change the equilibrium structure from a segregated phase to a mixed phase.
V. VlBRATlONAL STARK EFFECT AND COADSORBATES

A. Background
Our experiments directly measure the vibrational Stark effect; the effect of a static E-field on a molecule's vibrational spectrum. The Stark effect with externally applied E-field has also been studied theoretically. Quantum mechanics has been used to express (d u/d@ for a molecule on a surface in terms of the molecule's dipole moment and potential energy functions.'9*57 (Here E is the externally applied electrostatic field.) The molecular properties needed for the calculation are measurable. There have also been ab initio calculations of (dvldE) for a single molecule on a surfaceJ8-6' or in spatially uniform E-field.62-68 In the limit of low adsorbate coverage the measurement-based and ab initio calculations of (dvldE) agree, and both have sue' cessfully predicted the directly measured (d vldE) .1o*54 With saturation CO coverage on Ni(lOO) good agreement was also found." with high coverage CO on Pt( 111) and Pt(335), however, our previous experiments have found discrepancies between theoretical prediction and experiment? V'0*54 There are diverse experiments in which a change in static E-field affects V. Examples include the "chemical" shift Av,,,, vs adsorbate coverage for a homogeneous layer, Au induced by a coadsorbate, and Av induced by varying the substrate electrode's potential in an electrochemical cell. One of our motivations is to examine how well the vibrational Stark effect explains such data.
Many experimentsI have found that Av is proportional to the change in local static field Eloc, For Eq. (2) to be useful, however, (dv/dE,,,) must be relatively insensitive to the environment, or at least the changes must be theoretically understood. For a single CO molecule on-a metal surface, for example, theory predicts that (dvl dE) is approximately proportional to the dipole moment derivative e* so some account must be taken of the molecular environment.69 Since e* can be estimated from EELS or IR intensities, it is relatively straightforward to take its variation into consideration. If other molecular properties of CO var-ied strongly with environment they would be more difficult to account for. There is evidence from an EELS experiment14 that the important molecular properties of CO at edge and terrace sites on Pt(335) are similar, lending support to the usefulness of Eq. (2).
In a coadsorption experiment on a metal surface it is possible to monitor both v and the work function @. For CO on Pt(ll1) both the chemical shift7' Av,,,, and the CO induced7'-73 A@ have been measured vs eco. (Experimentally Avchem is determined by varying the isotopic composition of the overlayer at constant total 0,, .) At T= 125 K, the measured A u&e,, decreased from 0 at &,=O to -10 cm-' at (9co=0.33 ML and then increased back to 0 at 8=0.5 ML. Similarly, at 130 K the measured A@ decreased from 0 at 6',,=0 to -0.295kO.038 eV at f?co==0.33 ML and then increased back to 0 at eco=0. Studies of CO on other metals have also suggested that AZJ mA@. For CO on Ag, Yamamoto and Nanba74 found that all the data of Au vs A@ with coadsorbed Xe, Kr, 0, and Cl were described by a single linear correlation; (dv/d@)-45 cm-'/eV. For CO on Ni(lll), Xu et ~1.~~ found that the data with coadsorbed 0, CO, and Xe were described by (dvld@) ==35 cm-'IeV.
Electrochemical experiments with CO on Pt(ll1) have observed a similar effect.76-86 Here, the potential 4 of the Pt electrode relative to a reference electrode has been controlled directly while v was measured with IR spectroscopy. Again, the data showed Au mA$. The measured (d u/d+) Electrochemical experiments have tried to distinguish between A4 and local E-field as the controlling variable for Av by varying either the solvent84~85~87-92 or the solute77,93-g6 in the electrolyte. The observations are best explained if the controlling variable is the potential drop across the CO molecule-the local E-field-not just 4 of the electrode.
However, other data suggest that (dv/dE,,,) varies significantly with local environment, and that Eq. (2), which focuses on I&, is less predictive than explicitly considering the chemical change of the molecule. In a study of CO on Rh(ll1) coadsorbed with Na, benzene, fluorobenzene, and ethylidyne, for example, Mate et a1.97 found that with equal concentrations of CO and the coadsorbate, Av was proportional to the coadsorbate's dipole moment. They also tried to estimate Eloc at the CO adsorption site. The correlation between Au and AE,,, was much worse than the correlation between Au and the coadsorbate's dipole moment.
A previous comparison54 of the effect of 6'co on S and
for CO on Pt(l1 l), also called into question the assumptions involved in using Eloc for predictive purposes, As we discuss in Sec. V B, SmBco(y,ne*)2, where yrs is an effective screening factor, and (dv/dE) ='ydc, where ydc is the screening factor for the dc field. Within dipole coupling theory we expect ydc-yrn, so (S/6,,) '12 and (d v/dE) should have the same dependence on 13,, even if e* varies with coverage. Experimentally54 this is untrue for CO on Pt( 111). A similar comparison for CO on Pt(335) is discussed in Sec. V B.
Comparison between the Stark effect measured in vacuum and electrochemical data also raises doubts about the transferability of (d v/dE& in Eq. (2) from one situation to another. The vacuum experiments directly measure (dvl dE) . At low 0,, in vacuum, screening (by both the adsorbates and the metal's conduction electronsj is expected to be negligible so (dv/dE) should approach (dv/dE,,,) . For CO on Pt(ll1) in the limit of low I+, in vacuum,54 (dv/dE) =75+9 cm-'/(V/A).
In an electrochemical experiment the CO molecule is in the compact double-layer, and a model of the double-layer is required to relate AE,,,-to change in electrode potential 4. There are many models of the double-layer. For an aqueous double-layer in the limit of low @oo, the model of Bockris et ~1." implies that (dE,,,,/dc,b) =0.29 (V/&/V. An alternative model-a CO monolayer-implies19 that (dE,,Jdqb)=0.27 (V/&N. If we assume that the applied E-field is unscreened (ydc= 1 or E=E,,,) at the CO molecule in the vacuum experiment then the Bockris model and the CO monolayer model imply that (d vld4) =22 and 20 cm-IN, respectively, while the measured value at low CO coverage is 45 cm-'N. To use these models to explain the (d v/d 4) observed in the electrochemical experiments we would have to assume that ~~~-0.5 at the CO adsorption site on Pt(ll1) in vacuum. This is too small to be explained by presently accepted theory.54 (Early analyses19769 that obtained better agreement for electrochemical experiments with CO at Pt extrapolated from vacuum measurements with CO on Ni.'9*99)
These conllicting results lead us to consider theories that focus on chemical interaction, rather than Eloc . (These alternatives are not mutually exclusive. In some situations they are linked by the Hellmann-Feynman theorem."') One chemical theory for the effect of coadsorbates on v has been proposed by Ueba. lo1 (Similar theories to2-to4 had been proposed earlier.) Ueba starts with a Hamiltonian that includes the possibility of charge transfer between CO molecules, and between a CO molecule and the metal. Let Au be the difference between the observed v at 19,, and the singleton frequency. It consists of two parts, A~=A~dip4-A~~hchem, where Av,i, is from dipole-dipole coupling and Au,,,, is from other effects. One prediction is that Av,,,,mA@, the change in @ caused by adsorbing CO on the clean surface, consistent with the experimental results surveyed above. Another prediction is that CO's vibrational polarizability a; increases with increasing @co.
In the following sections we analyze our data for CO+H on Pt(335) to see whether it is best described by the vibrational Stark effect and Eloc or by chemical interactions. We find that the Stark effect theory accurately predicts (dv/dE) at low coverage. However, the effect of coadsorbates is not readily explained by variations in Eloc . We also find qualita- The Stark tuning rate (dvldE) that we measured is given in Table I . Here E is the externally applied field. With only CO on clean Pt(335), our data generally agree with previous UHV studies.7-'3 In particular, we find that (dvl dE)=88+9 cm-'/@/& at low coverage (0.06 ML). In an earlier measurement at the same coverage in Ref. 9, (d vldE) =60+8 cm-'/(V/A). There is also a theoretical relationship between (dvldE) and the measured IR cross section.69 At this 19,-o, theory predicts' (dv/dE) =70+11 cm-'/(V/A). Theory and experiment are consistent at low CO coverage.
Dipole-dipole coupling is expected to affect the peak frequency v, integrated intensity S, and Stark tuning rate (dv/dE). Our data are shown in Table I . The variation of v with tic0 is largely explained by dipole-dipole coupling. We find that v increases with 19,o at 705 cm-'/ML. For comparison, Hayden et al. ' found a slope of 52 cm-'/ML for atop 12C'60, corresponding to 48 cm-'/ML for '3C180, significantly smaller than we observe. Both in our experiment and in Ref. 7, S increased nearly linearly with total &o in this coverage range.
A linear increase of S with f3,, at low 13,~ would ordinarily be expected. However, in the present experiment not all the CO is atop CO-a &o-dependent fraction of it is bridge-bonded--so the linear relation between S and &o is really a nonlinear dependence of S on the CO population being observed. Evidence that the bridge-bonded fraction of f&o increases with 13,, comes both from EELS (Ref. 11) and IR (Refs. 12, 13) experiments. The fraction of CO at atop sites is 1.0, 0.81, and 0.77 at 0o=O.O6, 0.12, and 0.16 ML, respectively. (These estimates come from Ref. 11, modified by recent evidence47 that atop and bridge CO on the step edge have the same EELS intensity.) Since Sm a,, one explanation for the data is that a; increases with 6',, . As total +o increases from 0.06 to 0.16 ML, % would have to increase by >20% to keep S/t&o constant.
Other explanations that we have considered for the apparent increase in a; with 0,, are less plausible. The inclusion of dipole screening does cause a nonlinear dependence of S on 0,-o, but it has the wrong sign and only increases the need for a; to increase with t9co. It would be possible to reconcile the data with a constant cr, if the ratio of bridge to-atop CO was irreproducible: then all the CO could have ko W-1 FIG. 11 . Data showing the effect of coadsorbed H on the screening factors (0) ti and (+) 'ydc for CO on Pt(335). We assume that ym=I and y&=1 at the lowest coverage, and that yIR x 6 and y,m(dvldE).
been atop bonded in the present experiment and in Ref. 7, and only in Refs. lo-14 was part of it bridge bonded. Bridge-bonded CO was looked for and not seen with IR in Ref.
7. However, data from the EELS experiments is all consistent and the same crystal was used in the present experiment and in Refs. 9-14. An increase in ap with eco is the most likely explanation. An increase in a; with &o was predicted by Ueba,"' although the largest increase shown in his paper is only 13% at 1 ML. We are not aware of previous experimental evidence for this effect. The IR spectra of CO on Cu(100) and Ru(100) are well fit lo5 by a-dipole-dipole coupling model that assumes that a; is coverage-independent.
Standard models of dipole coupling,54,105 together with the assumption that all the coverage-dependence of (dv/dE,O,) is due to Q; , predict
where ydc is the screening factor for the static field and ylR is an effective IR screening factor.'05 Dipole-coupling theo$4,'05 predicts &==ydc for CO. (Previous derivations have been for a system with only one CO species; with multiple species, yR and ydc are modified, but these conclusions are still correct*06) We find, however, that for CO on Pt(335) ydc varies more rapidly with &o than does ylR, similar to the results of Luo et aZ.54 for CO on Pt(ll1). Figure 11 shows yR and ydc calculated from Eq. (3), assuming a;(&,) and 6,,#'tJco are constant and &= ydc= 1 at the lowest coverage.
If we instead take 6', , 46', , from Ref. 11 , the discrepancy between yIR and ydc is even more pronounced. Allowing a coverage-dependent a; will change the values of ym and ydc in Fig. 11 , but will not affect the disagreement between them.
Either dipole coupling theory is inadequate for the calculation of Eloc , or (d vldE,,,j exhibits coverage-dependence beyond that due to a[, .
The dependence of the C-O stretch frequency on work function, which is known from the experiments surveyed in Sec. VA and expected from Ueba's theory,"' explains the small Au of CO vs %. In particular, Av,,,,~AcP. The maximum H-induced A@ for Pt(S)[6(111)X(lOO)] islo 0.08 eV, we assume similar behavior for our surface, Pt(S)[4(111) X(100)]. The H-induced A@ is then proportional to 0n at step sites and reaches 0.08 eV when all step sites are filled. With 0.06 ML CO, 21% of the step sites are blocked from H occupation so the maximum H-induced AQ, is 0.06 eV. If we assume that Aa from tic, and $ have the same effect on v and use (dv/dQ)=30 cm-t/eV, then Av=2.0 cm-', more than half the observed shift. Since the measured A@ is an average over the surface, the A@ at the edge, and therefore the actual H-induced frequency shift, could be significantly larger. This suggests that most, and perhaps all of the observed Au could be caused by the H-induced A@, rather than by changes in local &, . Figure 7 shows a slight decrease in v for S, above 0.3 ML for the two lowest 13,~. (For &o=O.16 ML we were not able to reach such high $ .) At the highest en, I, was 1973?1 cm-' with 8co==0.06 ML and 197521 cm-r with &,=0.12 ML. Taking into account the H-induced chemical shift, these frequencies are close to that of an isolated atop CO molecule on the H-saturated edge (at 6&=0 the singleton frequency7 -1968 cm-'). This is consistent with our model since at high 9n nearly all of the atop CO has been shifted to bridge sites. As the population of atop CO decreases its dipole interaction also decreases. This reduces -v for the CO that remains.
Comparison of the data of (dv/dE) vs ec, with the data of (dv/dE) vs f3n also suggests that the local density of CO that contributes to the IR spectrum is independent of 0,. At each &, in Fig. 7 , a straight line was fit to the data of (d v/dE) vs &. The fit, expressed in terms of the effect of &o on (d v/dE) , sets a limit to the effect of Qn on local &, . The estimated change in local ec, is O-0.02 ML, consistent with the observed CO being in the saine local environment at all but the highest H coverages.
C. Comparison with electrochemical experiments
Our experiments measure (dvldE) where E is externally applied in vacuum. Electrochemical experiments measure (d v/d +)* where 4 is the potential of the sample relative to a reference electrode. As discussed in Sec. V A, to explain both (dv/dE) measured in vacuum and (dvld+) measured in an aqueous electrolyte for CO on Pt(l1 l), the local E-field in the compact double-layer must be a factor 2 larger than predicted by two different models. However, as solvent and solute are changed there is good correlation between (dvl d$) and the expected (dE, , Jd4) in the compact double layer.
Our experiment also finds a discrepancy between (dvl dE) in vacuum and (dvld 4) in an aqueous electrolyte. In the electrochemical experiments of Rim et aZ.5*6 with CO on Pt(335) in 0.1 M HClO,, (dvld+) for atop CO was found to depend on 4 and tic0 . At low Oco, there is a sharp transition in (dvld+) at 4 --0.1 V (vs the saturated Calomel electrode). With 4 c-0.1 V, (dv/dqS) is zero. With +>-0.1 V, (d vld4) -75 cm-'/V. At saturation I!&,, the transition has disappeared and (dvld@) -33 cm-'/V over the entire potential range. A decrease in Stark tuning rate as f&o increases is seen both in the vacuum and electrochemical experiments. However, to explain the (d v/d 4) seen in the electrochemical experiment at low Oco (and for $> -0.1 V) with (d vldE) measured in vacuum at low eco, we would need to have (dEld+) =0.85 (VI&IV. In contrast, models of the compact double layer discussed in Sec. V A suggest that (dEl dd)-0.28 (VI&IV. These two estimates of (dEld4) differ by a factor 3.0.
The sharp transition of (dvld+) in the electrochemical experiment at 4 --0.1 V coincides with a peak in the cyclic voltammogram of the Pt(335) electrode. The peak is ascribed to H adsorption at the step edge.lo8 Various models of H adsorption on single-crystal Pt have been proposed."'-One interpretation of the electrochemical experiment is that coadsorbed H reduces CO's (d v/d 4) to zero. In contrast, in our vacuum experiment coadsorbed H has no effect on CO's (dv/dE). This difference is very surprising.
VI. SUMMARY
We have investigated the coadsorption of H and CO on the step edges of Pt(335). On Pt(335), H and CO form compact mixed H/CO islands, within which the CO occupies only bridge sites. The mixed islands coexist with a pure CO phase that is largely unaffected by H. A similar mixed phase has been observed previously34 for coadsorbed CO and H on polycrystalline Pt. In contrast, H and CO segregate completely on the structurally similar Pt(l12) surface.r5 The Pt(112)' surface used in that experiment also gave, with low H coverage and no CO, an anomalously low-temperature thermal desorption peak from edge H.
The Stark tuning rate that we measure for CO on Pt(335) is consistent with earlier measurements9 in vacuum and with theoretical prediction, but is a factor 3.0 too small to explain (dvld4) for CO on Pt(335) in the electrochemical experiments of Kim et aLSr6 Also, we find that H does not affect the Stark tuning rate of CO on Pt(335) in vacuum, but H is able to compIetely suppress (d v/dqS) in the electrochemical experiments.
Our evidence for an increase in the vibrational polarizability of CO with increasing CO coverage lends qualitative support to Ueba's theory of coadsorbate effects."' The small shift of CO's resonant frequency with I+ is also roughly consistent with the dependence of frequency on work function expected both from theory and from previous experiments.
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